DRUM SANDER
Item No. 505552

OPERATION:

The Shopsmith® Drum Sander is uniquely designed so that the hex head nut can be simply tightened to securely fasten the sanding sleeve. When the nut is loosened, the sleeve is easily removed for replacement.

Optimum speed for running the Drum Sander is between 1,800 RPM and 2,000 RPM (T or J on the Shopsmith Mark V).

USE:

As the photos on the left illustrate, the Drum Sander can be utilized for free-hand sanding with the Shopsmith Snaper Fence (505508) or straight edge sanding with the table fence.

The Drum Sander is very versatile and can be used for inside or outside curves, joint edging, thickness sanding, smoothing rabbet cuts, etc. It is especially convenient when used in combination with the Shopsmith Bandsaw (505641) or the Shopsmith Jigsaw (505644).

Parts List

122181 - Hex Head Cap Screw
222458 - Socket Set Screw
503007 - Hub-Drum Spindle
503009 - Sleeve, Rubber
503010 - Hub, Drum Adjusting

Should you desire further information on Drum Sanding techniques and procedures, see the book POWER TOOL WOODWORKING for EVERYONE by Mr. R. J. DeCristoforo (505507).
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